ROLES OF ADULTS IN THE LIVES OF YOUNG LEARNERS

A DAY WITH TIZIANA FILIPPINI – PEDAGOGISTA
REGGIO EMILIA, ITALY

As adults, we all choose how we listen and respond to children but what do we base our decisions on? How closely are we connected to the minds and hearts of the children near us? Join us as Tiziana Filippini explores the powerful role that adults play in children’s learning.

Tiziana Filippini is a pedagogista who collaborates with Reggio Children with regard to research, conferences, and consultancies in Italy and abroad.

From 1978 to 2015, she worked as a member of the Pedagogical Coordinating Team of the Istituzione - Preschools and Infant Toddler Centers of the Municipality of Reggio Emilia.

Tiziana was referent for the acclaimed exhibit, “The Hundred Languages of Children” and is currently one of the curators of the new version, “The Wonder of Learning: The Hundred Languages of Children.”

In addition to her work with the municipality of Reggio Emilia, Tiziana was part of the original research group of Making Learning Visible, a collaboration between Reggio Children and Project Zero at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. The collaboration resulted in a book, Making Learning Visible: Children as Individual and Group Learners, which became very well known in North American early childhood circles and all over the world.

02/09/2019 – 9AM-3PM – Hosted by the West Coast Collaborative

Where:
Wildwood Elementary School
12201 Washington Place,
Los Angeles, CA 90066

When:
February, 9th, 2019
9AM - 3PM

Cost:
General admission: $65
Student Discount: $35 With ECE ID
To apply for student discount
Please email: jim@branchesatelier.com

Questions:
allison@branchesatelier.com

Parking and directions: wildwood.org

Bring your own lunch

Tickets available at:
branchesatelier.com/events
or QR code